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CHAPTER I
liThe field of speech correction is not an old
one. In comparison with many of our acaaemic specialities, it is a newcomer. It is only recently
in the history of mankind that there has been any
consideration for the handicapped person. ttl

INTRODUCTION
Problem
Recent speech surveys conducted in Box Elder County
showed that approximately 17% of the elementary school children
there had speech defects of such seriousness that they needed
clinical attention.

A remedial speech program was organized and remedial
speech training given at four schools in Box Elder County.
The purpose of this project was to study this remedial

speech program, as it was in operation, in an effort to determine the feasibility and value of such a program.
Review of literature
Since the remedial program was something new being
used in these schools for the first time a review of literature

was made in an effort to find out if similar programs had been
conducted before, and if so how they had been conducted.

The

available literature published by leaders in the field of

lC. Simon, "Speech Correction," The English Journal, Vol. XXXIV
No.3, March, 1945.
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speech correction; Van Riper, (16), West, Kennedy and Carr

(17), Ainsworth,(l), Backus, (3), Travis,(15), Stincbfield,(13)
and others made no reference to studies giving explicit details
These authorities discussed tech-

of remedial speech programs.

niques to be used to correct the various speech defects, but
actually outlined no program.

Correspondence with various

states (Illin01s, Iowa, California, South Dakota) gave no
indication that detailed speech programs were being outlined
by these states.

True, they were spending hundreds of thousands

of dollars each year for corrective speech but information
received from individuals working in state programs indicated
that the actual procedures of therapy were left entirely up to
the initiative of the individual clinician.

Lack of completely

outlined p~ograms likely is due to the fact that the field of
speech correction 1s so new.
Literature reviewed did however cite many studies which
showed how badly the speech defective. is handicapped in his
associations with society.

In 193? Carlson2 made this state-

ment, "Today in the United states alone there are at least
9,000,000 people whose personalities have been or will be

limited by their failure to develop flexible, socially acceptable
speech."

She also asserts that the child with a speech defect

."

is almost certain to develop personality problems which lead
him to be a1 ther a pert and unruly show-off or a shy self-

2 A. Carlson, IIcripplad 1n the Tongue II , Harpers, Oct. 1\137,
p. 539-546.
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distrusting introvert.
In addition to affects on the personality of the individual it has been found that the speech defective is so retarded
in school situations that he cannot possibly compete on equal
terms with his associates.

Stinchf'ield3 found that at Mount

Holyoke girls who needed remedial speech training, evan though
they were as intelligent as the others, failed their classes
and were not among the leaaers of their groups.

A study 1n

Hamburg, Germany, revealed that the higher the speech defective
gets as to school grade the greater becomes his retardation. 4
Van R1per5 says the average speech defective is retarded one
year in school because of his defect.
The fact that it is actually the speech defect which
causes this retardation has also been attested by H. Gutzmann
in Germany who stated that he often found children who stuttered
being retained for as bigh as two or three years in the first
grade.

These same children with their speech problem remedied

not only could keep pace with their present class but could
a~so catch up on what they had lost wnile being retained. 6
Speaking of speech. defectives who are retarded in school
Conrad1 7 says:

We should remember that such children are behind,
not on account of any mental inferiority,

prob~bly

3 S .M. Stinchfield, Speech pa"holo~ With Methods in S:eeech Correotion. (Boston Expression Co., ~28)
4E. Conradi, "Speeen Defects and Intellectual Progress" Journal
of Educationa.L Psychology, III (Jan. 1912, p. 3b-38.).
5e. Van Riper, Speech Correction Principles and Methods, (New
York, Prentice-Hall Inc. 1939) p.7.
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but either because they are neglected by their
teachers or because they are discouraged on account
of the jeering of their classma~es. Whichever of
these cases may be operative, however, the fundamental
condition is the derect of speech, and, with the
removal of that, normal inte~lectua~ deveLopment
becomes possib1e.
Criteria
Whenever a program involving defective speech is encountered the

ques~ion

always arises, just when is speech normal,

and when is it defective?

Backus 8 says:

There is no aosolute line of demarcation between
normal and defective speech. Judgement rests largely
upon an acoustic basis i.e'., wha~ one hears, or, more
accura~ely, wha~ one is conscious of hearing.
West, Kennedy and Carr 9 give a more exact definition.
rather long, but its specificity is helpful.

It is

They say:

The speech of a given person may be regarded as
defective under the follOwing conditions: (1) when
his voice is not loud enough to be easily heard in the
practical si~ua~ions of his vocationa~ and social life;
(2) when his speech is partially or wholly unintelllgiblabecause of inaccura"Ge articulation; (3) when his
speech is partially or Wholly unintelligible by reason
of serious lapses of grammar, syntax, or word use; (4)
when, for any reason, his speech is lntrinsica~ly
unpleasant to listen to; (5) when his utterance is
so different in rate, rhythm, pitch, loudness, timbre,
or individua1 sounds of speech from that of the average
speaker of his age and sex, thav the differences serve
to distrac~ the hearer's attention from what is being
said to how it is said; (6) wnen bis speech is accompanied by extraneous mechanical or vocai sounds or
distracting grimaces, gestures, or postures.

6E. Conradi,

cit., III, p. 3b-38.
7E. Conradi, Ope cit., III, p. 35-38.
aO.L. Backus, Speech in Education (Longman's Green and Co.

New. York

OPa

i~45 p. 2~.)

9West, R., Kennedy, L. , and Carr, A., The Rehaoilitation of
SEeech. Revised ad., (New York, Harper and Brothers, 1~47,)
p.

1i.
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Surveys - Support of the Problem
The recant surveys in Box Elder and Cache County which
revealedliha i"act ,;ha't aoout 17 out 01' every 100 school. chiJ..dren tested were defective in speech, spurred
and parents

~o

action.

~oca~ officia~s

Tbis, however, is not the,first time

that studies have shown a definite need existing in this field.
In 1930 President Hoover called the White House Conferanee for the purpose of studying the needs and conditions of the
handicapped child in America.

The survey was conducted, by

correspondence, of 48 cities ldth a population of over 10,000.
The findings revealed that 1,000,000 children between the ages
of 5 and 18 had defects of such seriousness that they warranted
immediate clinical attentlon. 8
In 1941 Jones 9 made a survey of the Uintah Basin and
Provo City, Utah, schools in which he interviewed all
of the third to the sixth grades inclusive.

cr~ldren

He found the gross

percentage of defects to be 18.1% of all those tested.
perhaps the differences existing between the percentages found in the \Vhite House Conference, the survey by Jones,
and those made recently by the Utah state Agricultural college
speech clinic can be accounted for by explaining that the Vftdte
House Survey was made by correspondence, while those by Jones

8R. West, L. Kennedy and A. Carr, The Rehabilitation of Speech,
~Rev.

Ed., . New York: Harper and Bros., 1947) p. lie
.....
E. L. Jones, A Comparative Study of the Speech Defect of the
Pupils in the Third, Fourth,Fifth, and Sixth Grades of a Rural
Area and a cit of the Second class in the state of Utah.
Brigham Young University. T esis,
4.
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and the Utah State Agricultural speech clinic were accomplished
by personal interview.

In addition to this the Government reports

listed only those defects of such seriousness that immediate
attention was imperative to the welfare of the child.

Those

listed as having defects in the other surveys included all those
to whom it was thought clinical assistance would be advantageous.
Classification
In the Utah State Agricultural College clinic surveys
all those having irregularities were classified as to school,
grade, teacher, and disorder.

The disorders were then further

classified as articulatory, voice, stuttering and miscellaneous.
The articulatory group was composed of those children having

a distortion, substitution, or omission of the
unvoiced tth' sounds.

lSi,

'r' or

The voice group consisted of those

whose voice quality was harsh, weak, monotonous, or whose voice
pitch was too high or too low or who had any other characteristic
which called attention to the child in an unpleasant manner.
The stutterers were divided into two classes.

The primary

stutterer who although he stuttered did so effortlessly and in
some cases unknowingly; and the secondary stutterer who realized
that his speech was very different and accompanied his moments

or

difficulty with forced speech.

The miscellaneous classifi-

cation was held open for those who did not fit any other group.
An example of these cases would be the child with cerebral
palsy or a child having difficulty with vowels rather than
consonants.
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Materials
For the successful operation of the remedial program
much material was needed. Mimeographing was very important since
letters to parents, poems, practice suggestions, word lists,
and complete lesson plans for some disorders had to be made up
beforehand.

To meet the demands for the detailed information needed
in some cases a lending library was compiled and held ready for
use.

It consisted of:
"The Child From Five to Ten" by Gessel - 2 copies.
Wi th -Delayed and Defecti va Speech" by
_
Stinchfield and Young - 2 cop1es__
uKnow Yourself" by Bryngleson, Hansen, and Chapman
_
- 2 copies.
"Better Speech and Better Readingt1 by schoolfield
_
- 2 copies.
_
flOur First Speech Book" by Pearl Lloyd - 4 copies.
f!Speech Improvement Cardsn by Bryngleson and
Glospey - 2 sets.
f~Children

All of these books were very closely related to the problems
that could arise in carrying out such a program.

In order to have some definite means of checking the
progress of students recordings were made at the beginning of
remedial training and again at the end. Six inch discs were
used for the recordings, and each child recorded a poem or
other material so selected as to point out the irregularity.

It was decided that it would be desirable to have the
reactions to the program of parents and teachers whose children
or pupils had received remedial training.

To obtain these

reactions, questionnaires were sent out on which these people
could make known their ideas as to the value of the program.
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Schools

A corrective program was established and remedial
training given weekly at the Central and Lincoln schools at
".

Brigham City, Utah, the McKinley School at Tremonton, Utah,

and the Garland school at Garland, Utah.

These were the larger

institutions in the oounty and consequently possessed the greater
number of cases.

CHAPTER II
PRELln~NARY

PROCEDURES

Surveys
Professor Jones of the Utah state Agricultural College
speech clinic was invited to attend a meeting of the principals
of the Box Elder County Schools.

At this meeting he explained

the importance of the speech correction program and it was
decided that an effort should be made to determine the extent
of the problem in Box Elder County.

To accomplish this the Utah State Agricultural College
speech clinic made surveys of the following schools:
Central School in Brigham City, Utah
Lincoln School in Brigham City, Utah
McKinley School in Tremonton, Utah
Garland School in Garland, Utah
Deweyville School in Deweyville, Utah
Honeyville School in Honeyville, utah
Bothwell School in Bothwell, Utah
Bear River City School in Bear River City, Utah
Every child attending school on the day the survey was

made was met and checked for speech defects.

The personal

interview method was used which means that the child was met
by the clinician with a very cheery informal attitude.

A

leading question or two was usually sufficient to start the
child talking, and as he talked the clinician noted carefully
any speech irregularities.

1£ the child was reticent about

talking, pictures were used to test his knowledge of and ability
to make the correct sounds.
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In all, 1,947 children were

tes~ed

in the arore-

mentioned schools, and 332 or 17.05% were round to have speech
irregularities.
When the results of the surveys were eompilea it was
decided by school board action that a remedial program should
be set up under the direction of Professor Jones.
After tbis decision haa been made all those children who,
in the first survey, were jUdged as having irregularities of speech
At this time the Bryngleson Test cardIO

were contacted. personally.

method was used to determine whether or not the defect actualLy
Findings of the first survey were substantiated in

existed.

approxima~ely

9v% of the cases.

A classification was made accord-

ing to the criteria set up in the first chapter of this paper.
A third survey was

~hen

conductea.

From this finai

survey the most serious eases and some of the less serious were
selected to make up the caseloaa.
ar~icula~ory,

s~uttering,

Those selected were from the

ana miseellaneous groups.

Because of

the brevity of this program and the time consuming complexities
of correction of voice problems it
therapy for them at

~bis

wa~

decided not to attempt

time.

This distribution shows 128 cases were given remedial
train1ng by

week~y

meetings.

Other schools received aid, and

remedial procedures were set up, but because of the few cases
involved, viSits were not on a weekly basis.

lOTbis method consls~s of pictures which use the 16 mos~ frequently
sounds in the initlal~ meaia! and finaL pos1tions.

dis~or~ed

-11TABLE I

DISTRIBUTION OF SPEEOH IRREGULARITIES ACCORDING TO SCHOOLS
Central Lincoln
School
School
at
at
Brigham Brisham

Type of
Defect

MCKinley
School

at
Tremonton

Garland
School

at

Total

Garland

Defective , s ,

19

6

16

9

50

Defective

'r'

9

9

6

6

30

Defective

t

10

6

18

4

38

:3

0

0

2

5

stuttering
{secondarIl

1

a

0

1

2

Miscella.neous

1

1

1

0

3

43

22

41

22:

128

th'

stuttering

(primary)

Total

Children were given remedial training on only one
sound at a time.

Since peripheral sounds or sounds that

can be seen are more easily comprehended than others, if a
child had difficulty with more than one sound the peripheral
sound was selected for training.

This was done for the

benefit of the child since succeeding in overcoming one
irregularity would provide confidence to work with the more
difficult ones at a later date.
Parent-Teacher Cooperation
Upon completion of the caseload the cooperation of parents
and teachers was desired.

In order to gain this cooperation a

meeting was held for the parents and teachers of those children
selected for remedial training.
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Since home practice was essential to the success of the
program the parents were taught the methods and drills to be
used for the correction of faulty sounds.

It was explained to

them that the procedure would have to be that of learnIng an
entirely new sound.

First it would have to be

lear~ed

in iS0lation

as a new sound, next, use of the sound in nonsense combtnations
with the vowels, then use of the sound 1n simple words for

r~cog

nit10n purposes and finally habituation of the sound and its
integration into daily conversation.
Parents and teachers alike were told that because of the
shortness of the program they were not to expect complete correction of a difficulty, but that some improvement could be
expected.

,

General Procedures
In order to give the children as much assistance as possible it was decided methods of therapy should be adopted that
had proved themselves effective in clinical situations.
method used for teeching the
sin.

'r'

sound is used by

~est

The
of Wiscon-

All other methods used in the program are those taught by

Jones of Utah state Agricultural College.
The establlshcaent of rapport is very·

child is to progress.

i~nportant

if the

Since it was feared that some of the

children might resent correction of their speech, they were
approached from the standpoint of being allowed to take speech
lessons.

It was explained that some people take piano lessons,

others singing lessons, others dancing lessons, and stlll others
boxing lessons in an effort to make themselves better in their
respective fields.

In fact, it was pointed out, very few people

do not take lessons of one kind or another.

It was made clear

that anyone who did not wish to take the training would not
be forced to do so.
decided to withdraw.

In the course of the program only one child
This was an eighth grade boy who became

involved in baseball and so did not wish to continue.
Procedures for Articulatory Cases

In the case of articulatory disorders it was possible to

-14draw up, in advance, lesson plans for the entire program.

These

plans were mimeographed in such a manner that each lesson could
be cut away from the others and be the right size to fit into
notebooks given each child.

In no case was the child given a

new lesson until he had satisfactorily completed the preceding

At this time the new lesson was stapled on an empty page

one.

and the child began practice on the new assignment.
At each meeting both group and individual therapy was
applied.

The group would first be met, the previously assigned

work would be reviewed and the next step explained and practiced.
Each case was then met' individually for a check of progress,

explanation of anything that was not understood, practice with

the child alone for a moment, and decision as to whether or not
that particular case was ready for advancement to the next lesson.
Although all articulatory cases have much in common and
the procedure of teaching the sound in isolation, nonsense syllable~nonsense

words, Simple words, and habituation stages are

similar, the techniques involved in the teaching do dirfer according
to the sound.
In the case of the

IS'

sound the first lesson consisted

of giving each child a notebook, and teaching him or her the new
sound.

The notebook had stapled in it a general information

letter, a list of practice suggestions, a poem for recording
purposes which utilized the

lS'

sound, (Appendix A), and the first

lesson.
The 'st sound was taught from a bouncing

B).

Since the

tsl

't'

(see Appendix

and the It' sounds are made with approximately

-15the same tongue position and since the 't' could be made by all
the children, the child was taught the new's' sound by first

making· the It', then sliding into the's'.
to make three 'tis' and prolong the fourth
merely retaining the tongue in the

ttl

it as is· done when the It' is made.

The child was taught

't'

into an 'st by

position instead of moving

The entire pattern then as

.-

taught to the child was 't-t-t-sssss'.
-

The second lesson (see Appendix B) involved the combining
of the new ft_t_t-sss' pattern with vowels to form nonsense

syllables as 't-t-sss-u', 't-t-sss-a' etc.

Also at this time a

disc recording was made of each case to be used later a.s a measure
of progress.
In the third lesson (see Appendix B) the

IleW I Sl

sound

was used for the first time in isolation without the use of the

't'

as a position finder.

This assignment also included the use

of the's' in nonsense syllables as 's-u, s-a, a-a, u-s-a, u-s-u l
etc ••

The fourth lesson (see Appendix B) connected the new's'
sound with words for the first time.

The assignment was to recog-

n1 ze the new sound and use it correctly in s 1mple words.
Teachers and class participation were used at this time.

Lists of words were furnished the teachers (Appendix B) with
instructions that they be studied by the class for a short period
ea.ch day.
In the fifth lesson (Appendix B) the object was to teach
the child to distinguish between the's' and sounds made in a
similar manner, and used in similar words, such as zip and sip.

-16This was done through drilling by means of word lists.
the teacher was given words to usa for class drill.

Again

(Appendix B)

Habituation of the sound and integration into conversation
was begun in the sixth lesson.

The child was assigned the words

say, asleep, and 1!! to use correctly at all times.

If the tst

sound should be distorted on any occasion the word had to be
repeated until it was said correctly. (Appendix B)
Lesson number seven (Appendix B) was very similar to
number six.

The words

~,

mister,

and~,

were aaa.ad to those

already being watched for correct sound usage.
The eighth lesson (see Appendix B) was the final lesson.
The child was urged to be mindful of his problem and strive to
overcome it at all times.

A final disc recording was mane to

check-progress made.
For those cases having difficulty with tha 'r'the pro-

cedure was much the same as for those having difficulty with the
IS'.

These cases received a notebook which, except for the fact

that a different poem was used, contained the same material as the
one received by the ts' group.

The first lesson (Appendix C) involved the teaching of
the 'r' position with the assistance of the It'.

The child was

taught to say the tt' sound and while continuing phonation to
draw the tip of the tongue upward and backward.

This curved the

tongue into the correct position and tt-rrr' resulted.
At the time of the second lesson (Appendix C) the child
was instructed to continue the 't-rrr' exercise, but to now add
vowels forming nonsense syllables 't-rrr-u', t-rrr-a t

,

etc ••
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A disc recording was made for later use as a progress check.
Lesson number three (Appendix C) involved the production
of the tr' without the It' and using it in nonsense syllables

Ir-u, r-a, r-e, u-r-u, e-r-e, u-r, etc ••
When the fourth lesson (Appendix C) was given, the child
began using the 'r' sound as he recognized it in simple words.
Teachers were given lists for class participation.
(Appendix C)
The fifth lesson (Appendix C) taught differentiation of
sounds.
with

In the case of the 'r' sound it is most often confused

'w'

and many children substitute

'w'

for trw.

For this

reason word lists for this lesson were made up of combinations
like red-wed, or reek-week.

Teachers received lists.

Lesson six (Appendix C) was the assignment of the words
~,

~,

rest, to say correctly in conversation.

The same

principle was used here as in the's' group.
The words

~,

!

rug, ring, were added to the vocabulary

in the seventh lesson (Appendix 0).
Lesson eight (Appendix C) as in the case of the's'
was for the purpose of stressing the objective viewpoint and
making a final disc recording.
Of the three groups of articulatory problems handled
in this program the unvoiced 'th' sound as found in the words
think, or thousand, was undoubtedly the easiest to work with.
This is due to the tact that the sound oan be seen as well as
heard thus making for more rapid progress.

The reason that this

group was made of all unvoiced 'th' distortions was, of course,

-l~

due to the fact that distortions of the voiced 'th' as found in
~ and~

are in the great minority and not often found.

The first lesson (Appendix D) was for the teaching of the
sound.

Unlike the other two articulatory groups this sound was

not taught in connection with another.

Since the correct posi-

tion of the tongue can be easily seen this was not necessary.
Use of the voiced 'th' was mentioned to give them the position
but the sound itself was not needed.

The child was taught to

place the tongue between the teeth and blow.

To add variety he

was encouraged to wet the back of his hand and blow on the wet
area.

By doing this he could tell whether or not he was making

the sound properly.
Nonsense syllables were introduced in the second lesson,
(Appendix D) as 'th-u, th-a' etc. and a disc recording was made.
Simple words came with the third lesson (Appendix D)
for the 'th'.

The fourth lesson (Appendix D) was used to teach differentiation between the voiced and unvoiced 'th' sounds.
they look alike they are often confused.

Since

Teachers were given

lists for class usa. (Appendix D)
Lesson number five (Appendix D) started the habituation
phase.

The words think, thank, thumb, were assigned as worda to

always pronounce correctly.
The sixth lesson (Appendix D) added the words thick,
think, and mouth, to the original three for correct usage.
The sound being the easiest of the three groups worked

with, required only seven lessons.

The seventh lesson (Appendix D)
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served the same purpose as the eighth in the other groups.

Objec-

tivity was stressed and final disc recordings made.
Procedures for stuttering
Due to the extreme variability which always exists in
stuttering cases it was not feasible to draw up lesson plans in
advance.

The stutterers were divided into two groups.

The pri-

mary group, made up of those cases whose stuttering was merely
easy effortless repetitions, were not given clinical therapy.
Letters were sent to parents and teachers informing them as to
the best course to follow. (Appendix E)

The reason for this,

of course, was that many of these stutterers had no idea that
their speech was different and actual clinical work would only
have called it to their attention.

This, perhaps, would have

aggravated their defect.
The.secondary stutterers, two in number, were aware of
their difficulty and were treated.

Clinical therapy was given

which followed the relaxation technique as outlined by Professor
Jones.*

Letters ware also sent to the parents and teachers of

this group. (Appendix E)
Procedures for the Miscellaneous Group
This group was composed of two boys and a girl.

The

boys were cerebral palsey cases and were treated with the same

*Professor Jones is head of the speech clinic at the utah State
Agricultural college. His method involves the teaching of relaxation as a distraction device. It di£fers from other distraction
devices in that if it becomes a habit the stuttering will be
alleViated.
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general relaxation procedures as the secondary stutterers.
The girl had been subject to foreign influence and distorted her vowels.

Her therapy followed the same general lines

as the articulatory groups.

She was taught the vowel sounds by

tongue and lip positions, they were used in nonsense syllables
and then she was drilled with very simple reading material l1
in an attempt to establish the Bounds correctly in words.

IIp. Lloyd, Our Firs"C Speech Book, (Newson & Co. New York 1942)

CHAPTER III
TEE RElvJEDIAL PROGRAM

General Procedures
In order to give the children as much assistance as possible it was decided methods of therapy should be adopted that
had proved themselves effective in clinical situations.

The

method used for teaching the tr' sound is used by West of Wisconsin.

All other methods used in the program are those taught by

Jones of Utah state Agricultural College.
The establishment of rapport is very important if the
child is to progress.

Since it was feared that some of the

children might resent correction of their speech, they were
approached from the standpoint of being allowed to take speech
lessons.

It was explained that some people take piano lessons,

others singing lessons, others dancing lessons, and still others
boxing lessons in an effort to make themselves better in their
respective fields.

In fact, it was pointed out, very few people

do not take lessons of one kind or another.

It was Inade clear

that anyone who did not wish to take the training would not
be forced to do so.
decided to withdraw.

In the course of the program only one child
This was an eighth grade boy who became

involved in baseball and

80

did not wish to continue.

Procedures for Articulatory Cases
In the case of articulatory disorders it was possible to
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The results of the questionnaire can be seen in the
following tables:
Questi.on No. I
a. I was aware of the speech problem before
the program began.
b. The program called the speech problem to
my attention.

TABLE II

A.

B.

Parents

73.3

26.7

Teachers

67.2

32.8

%

%

It will be noted that a higher percentage of
were aware of the problem than teachers.

p~rents

Perhaps this was due

to the fact that the child was refusing to respond in the classroom situation thus making it difficult for the teacher to observe
the speech defect.
Question No. II
a. In your opinion did the problem affect the
child's school work. Yes or No
TABLE III

%

%

No

Didn't
Answer
~

Parents

48.9

33.3

17.8

Teachers

45.5

32.7

21.8

Yes

The higher percentage of parents than teachers indicating
the child's school work was ai'fectied is in harmony with Tabie II.
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It may also indicate a means for the parent to excuse the child
for poor school work.
Question No. III

'In your opinion was the program:
a. Very helpful
b. Helpful
c. Of little help-d. Of no help
-TABLE IV

,

a.
Very
Helpful

b.
Helpful

Parents

44.4

48.8

4.4

2.2

Teachers

46.3

45.5

7.3

.9

%

%

c.
Of Little
Help

%

d.
Of no
Help

%

..
The results of question #3 indic8.te that parents and
teachers have been quite favoraoly impressed by the program
since over 90% of either group indicated it had been very helpful

or helpful.
Question No. IV
Do you think that a program such as this one
would be a desirable addition to the school
curriculum? Yes or No
TABLE V
Yes

;&

No

%

Parents

88.9

0

Teachers

89.~

.9

Didn't
Answer

%

11.1
10

-24The results of this question indicate that the program
has

s~imulated

a desire for this type of training to be aaded to

the school curriculum.
The
show the
program.

resul~s

a~titude

as shown in figure I and tables II to V

of the parents and teachers concerning the

This is all that was intended and anything more pre-

cise is beyond the scope of this study.
In general, the program moved along rather smoothly.
There were, however, many handicaps to overcome.

In some instances

rooms were difficult to get and the interruptions encountered
tended to slow down the rapidity with which cases could be
handled.

At the McKinley schoOL in Tremonton, the only room that

could definitely be used each weeK for corrective work was the

office.

This was very confusing since the proceedings were

always being interrupted by telephone calls, trips to the first
aid kit and the like.

In some instances the lounging cot, used

for "those not feeling well, was occupied.

This gave a very

insecure atmosphere since it was difficult to retain the undivided

attention of those children being worked with at the time of the
interrup~ion.

These unfortunate circum2tances in no way refleot

upon the principal or the teachers.

It was simpLY true that the

school was so crowded that all availaole space was being utilized.
At Garland facilities were better.

The library room was

turned over to the program and it was used exclusively for that

purpose when needed.

There were no interruptions unless teachers

or parents had been invited to observe the handling of cases.
At the start of the program it was necessary to use the
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A

COn~ARISON

OF THE PERCENT OF PARENT AND TEAC}mR

R~~PONSES

TO TEE PREPARED QUESTIONNAIRE. ~io

1uO
95

90
85

80

ffi<

75
70
65
60
55
50

ti0

45
40

E-t

ga
p..

35
30
25
20

15
10
5
0

-

--

p

a

b
I

Yes

No

'D/a

II

a

c

dYes 'No

III

IV

b

n/a

Answers
Question No.

FIGURE I
Figure I was prepared for the purpose of presenting a
composite of the parent teacher resyonses to the questionnaire.

*Questlonnalre Appendix E
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a~

the Lincoln school in Brigham City for remediai work.

Very soon, however, arrangements were made for the music room to
be turned over to speech work.

This proved much more satisfactory.

Central school in Brigham City, having more space available than the other schools offered the ideaL set up as far as
facilities were concerned.
three adjoining rooms.

The working space here consisted of

One haa a table with seats on each side

and was very good for group work.

The next had a desk and chair

which made it possible to give individual

ins~ruction.

was equipped with a cot, and was private.

The third

This, of course, was

very good where relaxation techniques were used.
The importance of adequate room facilities cannot be over
emphasized.

Of course, a three room arrangement such as Central

offered is most ideaL, but actuaLly is not imperative.

Any room

which is private is, as a rule, adequate.
Aside from room facilities, it is felt that the program
was not long enough.

At the end of the program most cases were

in the habituation phase, but time did not aJ.low for habituation
to be complete.

For this reason some cases who seem to have

corrected their difficulty may, since the program is now ended
tend to regress to their old speech habits.
Weakly Progress Sheets
A progress report was

~ept

of each child

Progress was identified by four levels:
excellent.

a~

each meeting.

Poor, fair, good, and

Definitions of these categories were purely subjective

and hence did not attempt to make an exact measurement of progress
by anyone else's methods.

"Poor n was defined. as such little progress
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that; a new lesson couid not be given.

"Fair" meant that the
--

~

lesson was well enough in hand that another could be given, but
that progress was relatively slow and that continued practice
was necessary on the past lesson.

"Good" meant that the child had
~

mastered the old .lesson and was ready for the next.

uExcellent tl

was interpreted to mean that the child had done so well that he
had already achieved the objective of the next lesson so in many
of the cases the next two lessons were ass1gned.

These progress reports show that over the course of the
program 56% of the pupils made good and excellent progress according
to the definitions described earlier 1n this paper.
complied with
course.

a~l

This 56%

assignments and completed every lesson of the

The group. which showed fair progress was composed of

35.2% of the cases.

The progress of these. pupils was of a sporadic

nature first slow than fast, but never quite attaining the excellent rating.

Mos~

of these students also finished all eight lessons.

There was also a group of

s~udents

students who made up 8.8% of the

whose progress was poor.

tota~

These

did make progress but it

was so slow that they were behind the rest of the group.

Some-

times they would remain on one lesson for two or three weeks.
None of them finished the prescribed eigh't lessons.

According

to the writer's observations progress for the entire program was
good.
Recordings

In order to have some basis for comparing the speech of
the individual before and after training, two pnonographic recordings were made, one at the beginning and one at the end of the

-28program.

The material used for both recordings was identical

thus making it possible to compare the number of errors made before

and after training.
After the final recording the number of errors were
computed.

In order to check the number of errors found, two

graduate students in the speech correction field, made seperate
counts and then compared results.

It was found that they agreed

perfectly on the number of errors detected.
Using formulas designed for small sample groups the
differences in the number of errors found in the first and second

recordings were checked for statistical significance.

It was

found as shown in Table VI that progress indicated by these dif-

ferences was significant at the

1%

level.

These computations were made only for articulatory disorders
since for the serious stuttering and

rr~scellaneous

cases there

was no way to check progress after such a short program.

The

writer feels that some progress was made and the individuals concerned say that they feel they have

progressed~

but it would be

very difficult to measure at this time.
Suggestions and Recommendations
It is realized that this program is of a specific type
and not all inclusive.
restrictions.

As a program it has its limitations and

However, it is felt that observations made during

its operation indicate some recommendations that should be made
if a similar program is to be used in the future.

It seems

logical to believe that programs of this type can be efficiently
handled by being divided into three major parts or procedures.

TABLE VI

·or---' No. Of
Type
! Recordings ~
Errors
Errors
Of Defect
Made For!. In First ! In Second
The Group! Recording , Recording
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r--

~

- ------ -'Sf

~--.-

-.
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,

--------.
290
t

'Differences'
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.1

! First And !

_,_

I

t
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-I

-.~---,-~------

91

t

11.5

,

24

111'

'thY

25

!
!. .

36

75

8.6!
t

103
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'
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-
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1%

I
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I

SIGNIFIC~~CE

OF DIFFERENCES

BETV~q

NU1ffiERS OF ERRORS OF FIRST

AND SECOND RECORDING MADE AFTER REl"IJE1)IAL

TRAINI1~G.

P~CORDING
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1. Finding of the speech problem.
2. Preparing to meet the problem.
3. Meeting the problem.
The program involved these steps but it was an isolated
thing which was injected into the school procedure, left there
for a short period and then withdrawn.

It is probable its

effects would have been much greater had it been an integrated
part of the school curriculum.

For this reason the basic sug-

gestion for future programs is that first they should be made
a definite part of the school procedure.
Finding the problem can become a regular part of school
testing procedure.

To begin with, all children should be tested

for speech irregularities.

After this initial survey each child

entering elementary school should be tested and the results of
the test entered on that child's school record.
The method of testing need not be a

stere~yped

thing

since speech clinicians have many methods with which they are
familiar.

The informal personal interview, and Bryngleson Test

Card methods used in the program to which this paper pertains
were very satisfactory.
In preparing to meet the problem a multituda of lesser
problems are involved.

Authorities such as Van Riper (16)

and Travis, (15) indicate that problems involved in speech
correction are of a highly technical nature.

Therefore, the

person selected to carry out the program should be a well
trained clinician.

A regular teacher does not have the necessary

background to be effective.

A private room where the clinician

will be undisturbed is desirable.

This study indicated by reports

-31of parents and teachers, that a good library of books that can
be borrowed by parents, teachers, and children i:;1 very advantageous in that it assists in giving an understanding of the problem
to be met.

A definite caseload should be selected from the

results of the tests that have been given and a definite schedule
of lessons should be outlined.

The procedure of having materials

mimeographed and ready for use was very helpful in the program
just completed.

Although each school was only visited once a

week it was found that 128 cases could be given training by the
combined group and individual methods.

Approximately this

number would seem to be a feasible caseload for this type program.
that

TWo such caseloads could be handled each school year so
~

speech program Vlould always be in progress.

Parent,

teacher, and child cooperation is, of course, very necessary
and is a part of this phase of getting ready.

:Meetings should

be held and the support of these people obtained.
The meeting of the problem is the final phase of the
program and will consist of the actual therapy.

The progrwm

just completed suggests one program of therapeutical procedures.

On the whole they seemed effective and were accepted by those
concerned in a very wholesome manner.
In summary then, the belief based on parent-teacher
responses, statistical analYSiS, and phonographic recordings,
is that the program, though limited in it's scope, was successful
and could be adapted to any rural district in the state of Utah.
Any such adaptation, however, would naturally be influenced by
factors present in the area involved.

For example,

tt£ny

Utah
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schools at present seem to be operating under very crowded
condi tiona and wi th limi ted budgets.

Such problems as these

would have a definite effect on any program of this type, and
of course, would have to be taken into consideration in the

establishment of such a program.

CHAPTER IV

A STUDY OF THE PROGRAM
General Observations
For the first time a remedial speech program has been
introduced to Box Elder County.

It can readily be seen that in the final analysis,
the actual success of the program will be whether or not it
is accepted by the parents and teachers of that county.

No

matter what amount of technical or statistical proof the writer
could give of the success of the project, if parents and teachers
do not accept it as valuable then it has, at least in a measure,

been unsuccessful.

Realizing this to be true questionnaires

were sent (Appendix E) to all pa.rents and teachers whose child-

ren or pupils, had received remedial training.
Teachers and parents were asked not to sign the questionnaires since it was an endeavor to get a ciear picture of
how they regarded the program.

The questionnaires were:

I. a. I was aware of the speech problem
before the program began.
b. The program called the speech problem
to my attention.
II. In your opinion did the pro.blem affect the
child's school work. Yes or No
III. In your opinion was the program:
a. Very helpful
b. Helpful
c. Of little help
d. Of no help
IV. Do you think that a program such as this one
would be a desirable addition to the school
curriculum. Yes or No

APPE~""DIX

A

GENERAL INFORMATIOn INCLUDED IN ALL l'lOTEBOOKS
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March 18, 1948

Dear Parent:
Recently conducted surveys show that your child
has an irregularity of speech tha~ should be given
immediate attention. Wbdle it is not serious at
present it is only right that you should 'realize the
serious maladjustments that may occur if a problem such
as this is ignored.
A short remedial speech program is now being given
in conjunction with regular school activities and work.
The course will, of necessity, be short and very concentrated. For this reason if improvement is to be
shown your full cooperation is necessary.

Practice assignments will be sent home with your
child. We would apprecia~e it if a short (not more than
10 minutes) practice session is held daily and with your
hely and supervision. These practice periods must be
something pleasant and enjoyable to the child. Also, for
our records, please sign the assignment sheets to show
that daily practice periods have been held.
Please remember that with your assistance progress
can be made, without it the program will fail and your
child is faced with possible personality damage that
may never be repaired.
Sincerely,

John O. Andersen
JOA:bl
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Practice Session
The following

sugges~ions

Sugges~ions

are made in order that your

practice sessions may be of most value to your child.
1. Daily practice in short, pleasant periods is necessary

to correct faulty speech.

As close to but not more than,

10 minutes per period is suggested.
2. Do not get overanxious and attempt to get anead of
the assignments.

Speech retraining is, in many instances,

a very slow process.

For lasting progress the sound

must first be learned in isolation as a new sound, then
incorpora~ed

in nonsense syllables, then in simple words

and finally in all speech.
each individual case.

Progress will be different in

Please follow the assignments

closely and do not overstep them, as overall progress
may be hindered.
3. Demonstrate the correct production and use- of the
sound.

Remember that the correct sound must not only

be heard, but seen as it is heard, and felt as they
produce it.
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Poems Used For Recordings
For the tlstt sound:
The Little Snake
A little snake slept all winter long,
At the foot of an old oak tree,
curled up warm in his little nest
As snug as a snake could be.
But when the warm spring sunshine came,
The little snake awoke one day
And said, lilt's too warm
In this nest of mine;
I think I'll go out to play.tI
So out of his nest he softly crept
To see what he could see.
He saw the sun way up in the sky,
And, " S , s,s ,ns a1 d he.
For the nth" sound:
Thirty Thousand Thoughtless Boys
Thirty thousand thoughtless boys
Thought they'd make a thundering noise;
So with thirty thousand thumbs,
They thumped on thirty thousand drums.
--Unknown
For the

ur "

sound:
Rain

The rain is raining all around,
It falls on field and tree,
It rains on the umbrellas hare,
And on the ships at sea.
--Robert Louis stevenson

APPENDIX B
LESSON PLANS FOR THE flS" GROUP
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"·sft Sound
Lasson 1:

'"
is learning a new sound.

-----,--

This sound

should bot be learned as it is designated in the alphabet, but only by sound.

This sound can be produced by

merely prolonging the t sound.

Notice that the tip

or

the tongue may be directly behind the front teeth on
what is called the alveolar ridge.

Ylhen the t sound

is made the tip of the tongue is placed there and then
suddenly moved allowing the air to go out of the mouth
in a short puff.

If, however, the tongue is held in

that same position in an easy relaxed manner and the
air stream directed in a steady flow you get

S-8-S-8.

Practice the making of the new sound by first making
three tIs, then on the fourth prolonging it into the

s sound.

For example: ttts" ttts, ttts, tts.

Please

practice this for 10 minutes each day so that a good
clear tlslt sound can be made.
has practiced Iv minutes each day.

------------------

Parent
Lesson 2:

Using the same production method as was used in

the preceding lesson, now produce the s sound and then
combine it with other sounds into nonsense syllables.
For example; tttsa" tttse, tttso, tttsi, tttsu, tttsae.
After this is mastered make up all sorts of nonsense
combinations as etsso, attts" uttse" ottsi, etc •• Play
with the s sound in all combinations.

Be certain the
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s sound is always made correctly.

It may be necessary

to revert to the original ttts exercise occasionally to
reestablish the sound.

----------------has

practiced 10 minutes each day.
Parent

Lesson 3:

It is now time to use the s sound all alone.

practice saying

3-S-5-S.

Just

When this is done well then

practice combining the s sound in nonsense syllables with
the vowels such as a-a, s-a, a-ee, s-u, s-a, u-s-o, 1-s-i,
e-s-s, lse, ese, asa, oso, usu.

Dashes indicate that

there should be a break between each sound.

Where there

is no dash the sounds are combined and run together as
a word.

Other nonsense syllaoles may be made up where

the s sound is combined in any manner with any of the
vowels.

--------------

has practiced 10 minutes each day_

Parent
Lesson 4:

The use of the s sound in simple words.

Please

practice these words making certain that the s sound is
made correctly.

At times, it may be necessary to revert

to the original exercises to establish the sound.
see
same

s~

set

sat
sit

sew
sung

sod
soon

sail
say

seal
sox

sell
sup

some
sold

other simple words may be practiced.
has practiced 10 minutes each day.

------------------

Parent

-40Lesson 5: . The objecti ve here is to distinguish the s sound
from other sounds by practicing these words distinguishing z from s.
zeal - seal

flees - fleece

lose - loose

Distinguishing th from s.
theme - seam

thud - sud

ki th - kiss

math - mass

Distinguishing sh from s.
sheen - scene

shad - sad

sWish - Swiss

gash - gas

_________________has practiced 10 minutes each day.

Parent
Lesson 6:

Begin to use the s sound in conversation.

The

assignment is that every time the following words are
used in conversation the s sound must be made correctly.
No.,matter what the conditions the word should be repeated

until it is made correctly say,

asleep,~.

The use

of the sound must come in a gradual manner if it is to
have a lasting effect.

So we start out with only three

words.

----------------has

practiced 10 minutes each day.
Parent

Lesson 7:

In addition to the words

the words !!!, mister, and

~

~,

asleep,

should now be included as

words which must be said correctly in all

It is very necessary for
assis~ance

and~,

conversa~lon.

to have the

of the entire family in a very pleasant

-41combined effort to always be conscious of the s sound in
these words.
___________________has practiced 10 minutes each day.

Parent
Lesson 8:

The s sound can now be used in all conversation.

The sound can now be produced correctly and the continued success of the corrective work depends entirely upon
the child and the family.

-----------------has

practiced lu minutes each day.
Parent

APPENDIX C
LESSON PLANS FOR .TEE flRn GROUP
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Lesson Plans
uRuSound

,is learning a new sound.

Lesson 1:

The sound

should not be learned as it is designated in the alphabet.
but only by sound.

The sound can be produced by making

the t sound and while continuing to make the sound draw
the tip of the tongue upward and back until the r sound
is produced.
Practice making the new sound by first making the t
sound.

For example: trrr, trrr, trrr, trrr.

Please pract-

ice this for 10 minutes each day so that a good clear
r sound can be made.

----------------has

practiced 10 minutes each day.
Parent

Lesson 2:

Using the same production method as was used in

the preceding lesson now produce the r sound and than
combine it with vowels into nonsense syllables.
example: trru, trra, trro, trra1, trreo.
the r sound.

For

Play with

Working into all combinations with the

tr beginning.

--------has

practiced 10 minuted each day.

Parent
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Lesson 3:

It is now time to use the r sound all alone.

Just practice saying rrrrr.

When this is done well"

then practice combining the r sound in nonsense syllables
with the vowels.
uru.

Dashes

r-o" r-i" r-u, r-c" iri" ere, ara, oro"

indica~e

tween each sound.

that there should be a breaK be-

Vlhere there is no dash the sounds

are combined and run together as a word.

Other non-

sense syllables may be made up where the r sound is
combined in any manner with any of the vowels.

----------------has

practiced 1U minutes each day.
Par ant

Lasson 4:

The use of the r sound in simple words.

Please

practice these 'Words making certain that the r sound is . made
correctly.

At times it may be necessary to revert back

to the original exercises to esta"blish the sound.
ran
round

are
ride

were
ear

every
where

red
story

or
rob

their
scar
,

Other simple words may be added to this l'st.
________________has practiced lu minutes each day.
Parent
Lesson 5:

The objective for this assignment is to distinguish

the r sound from other sounds by practicing reading
simple words in which these sounds are found.

The

greatest mistake comes in substituting a Itwfl sound
were the r should be.

-45wed-red
wad-road

wad-rod
won-run
waKe-raKe
wait-rate ~se-rise wave-rave

wide-ride
wipe-ripe

other simple words maybe aaded as long as they are
vdtbin the bounds of the assignment.

---------------has

practiced Iv minutes each day.
Parent

Lesson 6:

The r sound should now be used in conversation.

It is necessary that the transition of this sound is
gradual.

The child has been speaking without it for

so long that it is impossible to begin using it in
all words at once.

For this reason, three words have

been selected as a starter.

The assignment is to

always make the correct r sound when using these words.
If a mistaKe is made it must be corrected

immedia~ely

no matter how many times the word has to be repeated.
The first three words are:

~,!!n,~.

Please help _____________ to be conscious of these
words at all times.
has practiced 1u minutes each day.

----------------

Parent
Lesson 7:

In addition to red, ran,

res~,

can now be added to the vocabulary

three more words

tha~

is constantly

checked for the correct production of the r sound.
These are:

~,

rug, ring.

________________ has practiced 10 minutes each day.
Parent

-46Lesson 8:

The r sound can now be used in all conversation.

The sound can now be produced correctly and the continued success of the corrective work depends entirely
upon the objective attitude of the child and the family.

--------------has

practiced 10 minutes each day.
Parent

APPENDIX D
LESSON PLA1~S FOR TEE nTHu GRUUP
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Lesson Plans
nTh" Sound

Lesson 1:

is learning a new sound.

should not be learned as it is
bet, but only by sound.

designa~ed

This sound

in the alpha-

The sound can be produced by

placing the tongue between the teeth and blowing.
This exercise is very much aided by the use of a mirror

to show the actual tongue position.

In many instances

the voiced th sound as is found in the and this is
produced correctly while the unvoiced th sound as is
-found in

~ng,

~nk,

~ousand

is produced incorrectly.

The tongue position is the same in both cases.

only difference being that for the
a

unvoiced~

The

sound

little puff of air should be blown out.

Practice the th sound for 10 Imnutes each day until a
good, clean th sound can be made.

--------has

practiced lu minutes each day.
Parent

Lesson 2:

Using the same production method as was used in

the preceding lesson, now produce the th sound and then
combine it with vowels into nonsense syllables.

example: tha, thu, the, thi, tho.

For

After this is mastered

make up all sorts of nonsense combinations, such as ethe,
atha, ithi, otho, uthu.

Play with the th sound in all

-49combinations.
made correctly.

Be certain

the th sound is always

tha~

It may be necessary to revert to the

original th exercise occasionally to reestaolish the
sound.

--------has practiced 1U minutes each day.
Parent
Lesson 3:

The use of the th sound in Simple words.

practice these words.
is maae correctly.

Please

Making certain that the th sound

A.t times it may be necessary to

revert to the original exercises to establish the
sound.

thank

thing

bath

oath

thick

teeth

thimble

thin

path

three

theme
rath

month
thwnb

________________has practiced Iu minutes each day.
Parent
Lesson 4:

Distinguish the voiced from the unvoiced.

sheathe~sheath

soothe-sooth

teethe-teeth

other words may be aaded to the

lis~

as long as they

stay within the bounds of the assignment.

_______________ has practiced lu minutes aaen day.
Parent
Lesson 5:

It is now time to use simple words.

now be used in simple conversation.

It should

It is necessary

that the transitions of the sound be gradual.

The

child has been speaking without it for so long that it
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ia imposs1ble to begin using it in all words at once.
For this reason three words have been selected to use
as a starter.

The assignment is to always use the correct

th sound when using these words.

If a mistake is made

it must be corrected immediately no matter what the

situation or no matter how many times the word has to be
repeated.

The first three words are:

--------bas practiced 10 minutes

think, thank, thumb,
each day.

Parent
Lesson 6:

Now add more words "to your new th vocabulary thick,

thlnea, mouth.
________________has practiced lu minutes each day.

Parent
Lesson 7:

The th sound can now be used in all conversation.

The sound can now be produced correctly and the continued
success of the corrective work depends entirely upon the
objective attitude of 'the child and the family.

-------has

practiced 1u minutes each day_

Parent

APPENDIX E
LETTERS TO PAR.lQ.\ITS AND TEACJ:lERS OF IllBE
STUTTERER

QUESTIONNA;IRE

WORD LISTS

-52THIS QUESTIONNAIRE IS ANONYIiIOUS
PLEASE DO NOT SIGN YOUR NAME

Dear Teacher or Parent, (Underline which)
We are endeavoring to study the remedial speech program
that has been in operation in your school.
Since you have been closely associated with the program,
we feel that your observations will be of great value to us
in our study.
Please fill out this questionnaire and return it to the
principal of ~our school as soon as possible.
I. a. I was aware of the speech problem before the
program began.
b. The program called the speech problem to my
attention.
(check one of the above.)
II. In your opinion did the problem affect the child's
school work. Yes or No (underline one)

III. In your opinion was the program:
a. Very helpful

b. Helpful
c. Of little help _

d. Of no help

(check one of the above)
IV. Do you think that a program such as this one would
be a desirable addition to the school curriculum.
Yes or No (underline one)
Your cooperation in this matter is appreciated.
Sincerely,

John O.Anderson
JOA:bl
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(r)
Initial
rabbit
rail
race
rain
ran
rib
read
road
ready
roan
red
rob
ride
room
right
wrap
rOWld
wreck
run
wren

Medial
already
berate
around
carry
every
deride
harrow
glory
morning
horrid
orange
morrow
organ
perish
parrot
pouring
story
terrible
very
tyranny

Final
or
are
bear
our
car
scar
chair sheer
dear
stair
far
their
were
for
hear
where
her
year
your
near

Distinguishing (w) from (r).
weep - reap
wad." - rod
~. wake
weak - reek
wed - red
wait
weed - read
watt - rot
wail
weal - real
won - run
ware

-

rake
rate
rail
rare

wide - ride
wise - rise
wink - rink
wench - wrench

(th)

Initial
thank
thaw
thick
thimble
thing
think

thought
thousand
thread
three
through

thumb

theft
thick
thi af

thigh
thin

thud
throw
throat

Final
booth
both
death
cloth growth
fourth moth
month oath
mouth tooth
north truth
path
Ruth
south Beth
teeth earth

bath

Medial
anything
plaything
arithmetic other
bathtub
southward
birthday
truthful
earthquake Arthur
everything Kathleen
faithful
author
healthy
cathedral
nothing
ethical
something
pathetic'

Distinguishing from (th)
sheathe - sheath
wreathe - wreath
soothe - sooth
loathe - loath
teethe - teeth
either - ether
(th) voiced
Initial
than
this
that
those

Final
bathe soothe
brea.the teethe

Medial
another
although
bother
heathen

Final
hiss
box
dress loss
horse moss
house nice
miss
pace
pass
nice
peace
once
place us

asleep
basket
Christmas
sarser
fasten
gasoline
handsome
history

(8)

_ Initial
said

same
sat
saw
sa.y
school
see
sing

small
snow
so
some
soon

stand
stay
still

Medial

classic
deceive
essay
icing
lesson
license
massive
missing
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Distinguishing z from s
zeal - seal
zing - sing
zip - sip
zag - sag
Distinguishing th from s
theme - seem
thin - sin
thing - sing
thick - sick

Distinguishing sh from s
sheen - seen
sheep - seep
sheet - seat
shop - sop

lose - loose

buzz - bus
lies - lice
vies - vice
sud

thud -

think - sink
thank - sand

path

- pass

swish
clash
gash
mash

-

S'V'liss

class
gas
mass

Distinguishing (th from tIDvoiced th)
sheath - sheathe
wreath -

sooth
teeth

- soothe
- teethe

loath
ether

~Teathe

- loathe
- either

-55WHAT TEE CLASSROOM TEACHER CAN DO FOR STUTTERERS~~

THELMA A. KNUDSON

Central High School, South Bend, Indiana
*"Quarterly Journal of Speeeh,'It April, 1940.

p.207

The majority of classroom teachers are inadequately trained
to handle stutterers in the oral recitation situation; they
lack adequate knowledge of the nature, causes and treatment of
stuttering, as well as of the methods of dealing with adjustment problems occasioned by this disorder. This conclusion
is based upon the results of the questionnaire responses of
fifty teachers interviewed i~ a recent study made b the writer
upon this specific phase of the stuttering problem. i The study
was prompted by the need for more definite knowledge concerning
the techniques that should be used by teachers in handling
stutterers in the classroom.
The attitude of stutterers toward school and education in
general is, to a significant degree, determined by their experiences in oral recitation. The seventy-two stutterers interviewed lnthe study cited above stated that, on the whole, their
experiences in the oral recitation situation had not been conducive to attitudes that facilitate learning. The predominant
reason given was that teachers' methods and policies are often
unsatisfactory and frequently unwise. The seriousness of this
situation becomes apparent when it is recognized that the
experiences of stutterers in connection with oral recitation are
frequently more detrimental than beneficial as far as general
personality development and speech development are concerned.
The number of stutterers in our school population has frequently been estimated as one in one hundred. The White House
Conference on Child Health and Protection2 estimates that 6.9
per cent of' the school population are defective in speech, and
that of these speech defectives about 20 per cent are stutterers.
The number of stutterers among children in our public schools
presents a problem for the school staff, and particularly for
the classroom teacher, since she is the'one who is most directly
responsible for the experience that the stutterers undergoes
in the oral recitation.
The following suggestions for classroom teachers in handling
stutterers in oral recitations are based upon factors that seem
to have a telling effect upon stutterers:
Incase-History Study of the Oral Recitation Problems of stutterers,fI
M.A. ThesiS, state University of Iowa, 1937. This study was made
under. the direction of Dr. Wendell Johnson.
2White House Conference on C,hild Health and Protection. The
Handicapped and the Gifted. New York: century Co. 1931.,
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FIRST. some type of special consideration should 1?e given
the stuttering pupil in regard to oral recitation. The plan
probably most desirable is to caLl upon the stutterer to recite
only when he volunteers to do so, the .arrangement being definitely unders~ood by both teacher and pupil. He is thus relieved
o~ the anxiety and mental s~rain of wondering when he will be
called upon. It also tends to motivate the stutterer by making
him dependent on his own initiative. The instructor, however,
should strive to get the stutterer to want to recite. Soma
specific techniques that the teacher might use in getting the
s~utterer to take part in oral recitation are:
1. Develop a sincere, friendly interest in the stuttering
pupil; gain his point of view; establish his confidence through
personal conferences; discuss his stuttering objectively and
how he may best meet the problems it creates.
2. Do not require him to take part in too difficult recitation situations at first.
3. Word the questions so that they may be answered briefly
and easily in the beginning.
4. Ask the stutterer questions that you feel sure he can
answer.
5. Graduate the recitation situations in point of difficulty.
6. Ask the stutterer to come in some free period or after
school occasionally and have one or two other pupils there also,
in order to give him a comparatively easy audience situation.

SECOND, it is especially desirable to prepare the stutterer
emotionally and intellectually to meet as many speech situations
as ossible as re sated ractice in speakin~ tends to elilninate
fear of speaking. He shoul in no case, however, be forced to
speak. Rather than forcing the stutterer to recite against his
will it would be wiser to foster in him a desire to t~~e part
in situations requiring speech. He should be encouraged to
participate in many informal discussions in which a minimum of
tension is involved. Some teachers especially trained to handle
stutterers have found it valuable to send them on practical
speech situations, such as purchasing errands, paying bills,
using the telephone, or any situation requiring responsibility
and ini tiati ve on the part of the stutterer. If these· si tuations
are chosen wisely, they will tend to build up the stutterer's
self-confidence in a speaking situation and will lessen his
fear of going into everyday speaking experiences.
THIRD, the teacher must become adjusted to the child's
stuttering and learn to react to it unemotionally. A stutterer
should never be hurried during his recitation. He should not
be interrupted in his efforts at speaking, nor should an
attempt be made to say the words for him. Every endeavor should
be made to create an atmosphere of ease and relaxation. Irritation# impatience, or an expression of embarrassment or boredom
on the part of the teacher creates a decidedly unfavorable
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reaction in the stutterer. One of the things that help him
most is to have the teacher, or anyone else, listen to him in
a relaxed attitude so that there will be no feeling on his part
that his difficulty is distressing the listener.
The quotations that follow are taken from questionnair~e
responses of various stutterers in the study made by the writer
and are given as representative of group reactions to the
attitude of teachers:
"One of the greatest drawbacks is a teacher 1Nho is always
trying to help by supplying the answer before you can say it,
if you start to stutter or hesi tate. They mean well, but r.a.any
times I have wondered why they ask me in the first place if
they are going to give the answer as soon as I stand up.J1
ttl found that I could get along much better with a teacher
that bad patience and would give me more time to answer questions
than one who made me sit down because she couldn't waste time."

tronly two or three teachers made me feel inferior. One
of them was an English teacher, who would wrinkle up her face,
look sort of irritated and stare in my face every time I got
up to say something. ft
"If a tea.cher seems interested in what you are saying"
that helps more than anything else. If her attitude wasindiffarent, I would never bother saying any more than I had to at
any time and would never recite unless called upon.
FOURTH, the teacher should endeavor to control the attitude
of thecla.ss toward the stutterer so that he can feel that he
iSBn adequate, normaL person. He should not be made to feel
excluded from, nor inferior to, the rest of the group. He
should never be singled out as an object of amusement or be
made to feel that he is in need of special sympathy. By reacting unemotionally to the stutterer's handicap, the teacher can
greatly influence the attitude that the class develops toward
the stutterer.
The following quotations furnish further inSight into the
effect of teachers' attitudes upon stutterers:
"One teacher took a great burden off my mind by treating me
as a normal person. 1t
-

fir remember one teacher who called on someone else when I
was trying to recite. This upset me to a great extent and gave
me the further impression that my stuttering was not only a
burden to myself but also a burden to other people. This
incident made me resent my stuttering still more, and the more
I resented it the worse my stuttering became. Teachers and
other people gave me the impression that I had toward my speech
defect. tt

-58FIFTH~ it is usuallY desirable to demand extra written work
of the stutterer to the extent that he_is excused from oral
recitation since it 1.s conducive to a more thorough preparation
and to a greater interest in his school work. To make up for
bis lack of oral recitation, he should be given some other task
to accomplish so that he can succeed before his classmates.
Whenever possible, he should be allowed to compensate in some
wise and adequate manner.

Examples of statements made by stutterers upon this phase
of the problem are:
uIn ga:ometry the teacher had a system that was excellent
for me. ~very day about a third of the class would put problems
on the board, and then someone else would explain them. I
usually got to put mine on the board, and that showed that I
knew it. Then someone else would explain it. Naturally I
liked geometry very much. u

nIb the grades I took great pride in solving correctly on
the blackboard the arithmetic problems which the other members
of the class worked wrong. I always tried to be the first
to complete the problem when working at the board. n
"Soon the teachers practically stopped calling on me to
recite. They never asked me to do written work to make up for
this. I think I would have gotten more out of high school if
I had recited in one way or another. At times I was pretty
sure I wouldn't have to recite, so I didn't prepare my lessons
as I should -have, and a surprise test would find me unprepared
a lot of times.1t
-

SIXTH, the teacher should view with suspicion devices that
apparently cause a sudden elimination of stuttering. She should
not tell the child to stop and start over; to talk faster, in
a low voice, in a high voice; to swallow; to taKe a deep breath;
to swing his arms while speaking, etc., in order to eliminate
stuttering. she should not tell hi lit to-talk more slowly unless
he speaks too rapidly to articulate. Many of these tecru1iques
may seem to help for the moment, but they will soon lose their
efficiency and become a habit, and the stutterer will have only
a few more abnormalities added to his pattern of interruptive
speech reactions.

SEVENTH the stutterer should not be re uired to tak~~t
in recitations t at wi 1 p.ace too much pressure upon him. Such
teaching devices as flash cards, speed drills, or number combinations cards, which made the child compete verbally where speed
is required, should not be used with stutterers.
should not attem t to chan e the natural
Consu t a spec~alist on t s pOint.
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or too lazy to correct. If she does, she can expect the child's
speech difficulty to become definitely increased.
Milisen 3 had the following to say concerning stuttering as
a habit:

"stuttering is a disorder of rhythm over which the child
has very little voluntary control. Yet, we as adults, frequently
insist that the child is aole to control his stuttering when he
wants to. We imply, either directly or indirectly, that his
stuttering is a habit. If we avoid calling it a habit, we will
avoid many disciplinary problems. A habit can be stopped as
a rule, but the harder a child tries to stop stuttering, the
more difficulty he has. Criticism or social disapproval of
stuttering will frequently increase stuttering and bring with
it serious dis'ciplin problems. tt
-Rather than criticizing the child for his stuttering, the
teacher should show an extremely thorough-going tolerance for
the stutterer's speech. She should skillfully try to mruce him
stand on his own feet and to feel that he is capable of meeting
the demands that are justly placed upon him.

One stutterer, sixteen years old, writes of his experience
with a teacher who considered stuttering a habit:
"u'llhen I started in the third grade I knew there would be
trouble anead. The dominant look on the teacher's face was
proof enough of her character. Instead of encouraging me or
giving me advice which would help me, overcome my defect, she
told me that I would be excluded from all recitations if I
continued to stutter. This only intensified my stuttering
because every time I was called upon to recite I shook with fear.
At one time this teacher was forced to remain out of school for
two weeks due to ilLness. During the stay of the substitute
I was myself again. My recitations and grades were much better.
When she returne~, however, I again began to stutter badly. If
there ever was a person who caused me grief and trouble, this
teacher heads the class. 1I
c.

the teacher should not ass~me that the stutterer is
inferior mentally because he cannot express himself fluently.
The average inte!llgence of stutterers has been found to equal
that of the rest of the population. The writer found that
sixty-two of the seyenty-two stutterers interviewed in the study
cited above f"elt that they made poorer oraJ. recitations than
their intellectual ability would warrant. ApproximateLy fifty
per cent admitted having given the wrong answer or having said
If I don't know" in order to avoid a speaking situation.
Teachers
TD~THJ

:5Mllisen, Rob~rt: "Measurement of Speech and Hearing Defects,"
Bulletin of the School of Education, Indiana University, Vol. ,~
XV, No.4, September, 1939.
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should be esyecially cautious about reprimanding a child, who
refuses to recite or who gives the impression of being continually unprepared until she determines the cause of his reticence.
For instance, a university stutterer of superior intelligence has this to say:

ttr found it easier to say tlr don't known than to answer,
although I often knew as much about the subject as anyone else
in the class. I still find it easier to say fir don't knowu
than anything else in the English language." ,.
Another stutterer gives this experience:
nOne professor, who was a very good friend of mine, used
to calIon me once in a while, but r' always smiled and answered,
"I don't know," or just shrugged my shoulders and he casually
passed.on to someone else. One day he asked me, "When did
Col'lL"'11bus di seover America?ff I answered tha t I didn' t know,
and he got a good laugh out of it and I did too, but if anyone
else had done tha'C, I would have dropped the course. 1t
As a general guide to teachers in their association with
stutterers, a statement made by Dr. Wendell Johnson 4 may be
suggested:
I·Personality adttustment is effective on.Ly when it is the
kind of adjustment t~at is made to actualities. A child who has
a paralyzed arm, for example, can never achieve such aajustment
so long as he fails to adjust satisfactorily to the paraLyzed
arm. He must learn to live with it, and he can do so only in
so far as he does not learn to live in an impossible dream
world in which the actual cripp.Led arm does not exist. Parents
and teachers who are careful not to mention "the terrible
afflictionll to the child who possesses it, out of respect for
his tff'eelingslf~ are merely tral.ning the child for a life of
sensitivity, embarrassment, and fear. Fortunate~ indeed, is
the child who is skillfully as important as how you say it and
why you say it. If you taLk about his exceptionaLity in unemotionaL,
unsentimental, descriptive terms~ for the purpose of helping him
to understand it, to work toward its correction, or to make
intelligent allowances.for it, you are helping him to taka a
very fundamental s'Cep toward ad.equate personality development. u
The classroom teacher should nO~rl stress perfection ip.
syeech. Rather sne shou.Ld stress adJustment of the child to
his environment regardless of his speech defect. This objective
can be attained by all children having defeotive speech--perfect
speech cannot. This aim will make it possible for him to feel
happy and secure regardless of his speeCh disorder. If, ,however,
4Johnson, Wendell: nEducating the Handicapped. tr University of
Iowa, CbildWelfare_Pamphlet, No. 12, 1~3V. Pu.blished by the
University, Iowa City, Iowa.
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'perfect speech be the goal and he faiis to achieve it, a feeling of frustration ·and defeat will. resuJ.ti tha'C may lead the
s~utterer to quit school a~ the earliest opportunity.
Therefore, the task of the classroom teacher, since she cannot be
ex;eected 'to treat stuttering clinically, is to aId the stutterer in developing an objective, ma'ttar-of-faet attitude toward
himself &ld his disorder such as will facilita'Ce his scholastic
progress and his general persona.Lity development.
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An Open Letter to the Mother of a stuttering Child

By Wendell Johnson

University of Iowa

:My dear Mrs. 8mi th:
I thoroughly appreciate your concern over the speech
difficulty of Fred, your four-year-old boy. You say that he is
in good health, that he is mentally alert, and is generally
normal by any standards you know about. I note that you have
been careful not to change his handedness, and he is now
generally right handed. But in spite of all this he stutters.

It will interest you to know that the majority of fouryear-old stutterers could just about fit that description. I
want to say to you very nearly the same things I should say
to the mothers of thousands of other uFreds. tt There are some
stuttering children who are not like your boy, and their
mothers need somewhat different advice. But the "Freds" make
up the majority.
Toward the end of this letter I am going to make a few
suggestions which I believe may prove helpful. If you are like
other mothers, however, you will want to have these recommendations
explained so that you may understand clearly what is back of
them. For that reason, I shall introduce the suggestions by
giving you certain information.
This information has been obtained in the course of
several years of research. Certain investigations of vary
young stutterers. made in the past few years have been particularly revealing. In summarizing the main findings of this
research, I shall try to emphasize those points which will help
you most to understand Fredts problem.
First of all, I want to put you at ease if I can by
stressing that the most recant studies have tended strongly to
discredit the popular view which perhaps you share, that stutterers are generally abnormal or inferior in some very fundamental sense. Concerning this point, I should like to make
as clear a statement as possible--and I make it on the,basis
of over one hundred scientiZic studies of stuttering in older
children and adults, and four recent investigatiom involving
over two hundred young children, stutterers and non-stutterers.
The statement is this. From one to two per cent of school
children are classified as stutterers. I think any expert can
be quite safely challenged to examine one thousand children who
have not yet begun to speak, and to pick out the ten or twenty
among them who will be regarded as stutterers five years hence.
In fact, I should be willing to let the expert examine the
children after they had begun to speak but before any of them
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pick out the ten or twenty who would later be k~own as stuttel~ers, my best judgment is that he could do Ii ttle better than
make pure guesses, the great majority of which would be wrong.
I should not want him to talk with the parents, but he could
examine the children as much as he liked in search of the
abnormalities that are supposed to cause stuttering.
I should be willing to go even further. I believe any
expert can safely be challenged to go into a room in which there
are one hundred adult men and women and pick out the ten stutterers whom we shall include in the group. He may use any tests
whatever, except that he may not hear anyone speak. He may
obtain any information he de-sires about each individual's
personality and mental ability so long as this information in
no way relates to the question of how the person speaks or
use to speak, or feels about speaking. He may make any sort of
physiological tests. I should be surprised if the expert could
make significantly better selections vdth his tests than he could
by means of eenie-meenie-minie~moe.
In fact, I do not know of any way of examining a child
so as to determine, with any degree of certainty, whether he
will ever come to be regarded as a stutterer. So far as I
know, stutterers generally are not significantly dirferent from
non-stutterers aside from their speech, and aside from the way
they feel about their speaking experiences. So far as I know,
in fact, even the speech of young stutterers.
This point is particularly important. I mentioned above
that recently four studies have been made, involving over two
hundred young 11 stutterers" and "normal speakers. lI I have been
present and assisted in these studies, and I must say that as
the results began to come in we were frankly puzzled. We soon
discovered that it was very difficult in most cases--apparently
impossible in some cases--to tell the difference between
unormal speaking" children and newly-dia@losed "stuttering"
children.
We found, for example, that two, three, and four-yearolds--all the children of these ages in a large nursery school,
somewhat better than average children by most standards--spoke,
on the average, in such a way that one out of every four words
figured in some kind of repetition. The whole word was repeated,
or the first sound or syllable of it was repeated, or it was
part of a repeated phrase. One out of four words was the average;
about half of the child~en repeated more frequently than that.
Now, what puzzled us particularly was the fact that, so
far as we could determine, the so-called stuttering youngsters
were speaking as fluently as that. They were, that is, at the
particular moment of the particular day when their parents or
teachers first thought of them. as stutterers. \Ve were forced
to conclude that the stuttering children were not only apparently
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We simply could not escape the fact that, to all appearances,
most of the parents of the young stutterers were applying the
label "stutteringf1 to the same types of speech behavior that
other parents were labeling "normal speech. lt
Then the question came up as to whether this could make
any difference. Doesn't a rose by any other name smell just
as sweet~ Investigation seemed to show that a rose by any other
name doesn't smell the same at all. If you cal~ a child a
stutterer you get one kind of speach--and personality-development, and if you call him a normal or superior speaker you
get another kind of development--witbin limits, perhaps, but
they seem to be rather wide limits.
r can illustrate what r mean by telling you briefly about
two cases. The first case is that
Jimmy, who as a pupil in
the grades was regarded as a superior speaker. He won a number
or speaking contests and often served as chairman of small
groups. Upon entering the ninth grade, he changed to another
school. A "speech examiner" saw Jimmy twice during the one year
he spent in~the school. The first time she made a phonograph
record of his speech. The second time she played the record for
him, and after listening to it, told him he was a stutterer.

of

NOW, if you have ever tried to speak into a phonograph
recording machine you probably suspect what is true. Practically all children who have done this--in stUdies with which I
am familiar--have shown a considerable number of hesitations,
repetitions, broken sentences, etc.. It is easy to see how the
apparently untrained teacher misjudged'Jimmy who was, after all,
a superior speaker as ninth-graders go.
He took the diagnosis to heart, however,
The teacher
told him to speak slowly, to try to control his speech. Jimmy's
parents were quite upset. They looked upon Jimmyts speech as
one of his chief talents, and they set about vdth a will to help
him, relninding bim o~ any little slip or hesitation. Jimmy
became as self-conscious as the legendary centipede who had
been told 1Ihow" to walk. He soon developed a quite serious case
of stuttering-~tense, jerlG, heSitant, apprehensive speech.

The second case was Gene, a three-year-old boy. His
father became concerned over the fact that now and then Gene
repeated a sound or a word. Gene didn't seem to know he was
doing it, and he wasn't the least bit tense about it. But the
father consulted the family doctor and told him that Gene was
stuttering. The doctor took his word for it. (Practically
all stutterers are originally diagnosed by laynlen--parents and
teachers--and experts almost never challenge the diagnoses!)
He told the father to have Gene trute a deep breath before trying
to sp~ak. Wi thin ,forty-eight hours Gene was practi'cally speechless. The deep breath had become a frantic gasping from which
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These are real cases, and they seem to be fairly representati va of stutterers gen~1ially. Vfe were exceedingly mystified
as our investigations . went/ and such results as I have sketched
kept coming in. Not only were the stuttering children, at time
of diagnosis, speaking as well as normal children, but we could
also find no evidence that they had suffered more injuries and
diseases, including birth injuries, th&n had the normal children.
Moreover, in spite of the traditional theory that stuttering
usually begins as the immediate result of serious illness, severe
fright or shock, and the like, we found that most stuttering
developes in ordinary homes, under conditions that are not very
dramatic, in children who are apparently normal and quite able
to speak as well as other youngsters of their age.
These stuttering youngsters were so puzzling just because they were so normal--until we decided to give up the
assumption that stutterers are necessarily abnormal. Then the
mystery began to lift. Slowly we saw more and more clearly
what was staring us in the face. I suspect that we had overlooked it so long--for centuries, in fact--just because it was
so obvious.
What we had overlooked, and what we now noticed, was
simply that, in case after case, stuttering, as a serious speech
and personality disorder, developed after it had been diagnosed.
The diagnosis of stuttering was one of the causes of stuttering,
and apparently one of the most potent causes. That seemed
definite.
I believe I can make this clear and also help you toward
an understanding of Fred l s problem, if I sketch for you what I
should regard as a good method for making practically any child
into a stutterer. It is the method used by parents themselves-unintentionally, of course--in bringing about the disorder in
their ovm children.

Briefly, the method consists of calling a spade a spatula, and then using it as if it were one. In order to do this,
one must steadfastly ignore the fact that it is more effectively
used as a spade, but this does not seem difficult for most of
us. .APplying this principle, then, as the parent of a normal
child, you will first of all listen closely for the interruptions
in his speech. You will hear many of them.
You must be impressed by these interruptions. Therefore,
there are five things you must quite completely overlook. First,
you are not to pay attention to the circumstances in which the
interruptions occur, because if you do the interruptions ~dll
seem, as a rule, to be perfectly natural. Second, you must
overlook the fact that for quite some time the child has given
ample indication of his ability to speak normally for his age.
Third .. you must fail to notice that except for the occasional
hesitations or repetitions, his speech is apparently all right.
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Fourth, you are not to be impressed by his comparatively normal
health, intelligence, and social development. And finally,
above all, you are not to observe carefully the way other children of the same age speak under various conditions, for if you
do your child will seem to be doing nothing out of the ordinary.
It is essential, you see, that you be impressed by what
your child is doing. That is, you must focus your attention
more or less completely, not upon the child and not upon his
speech, but upon the interruptions in his speech. The next
step--and this is extremely important--is to select a name for
these interruptions. You want to select a name which implies
a profound but mysterious abnormality, a name that will fill
you with worry and dread every time you utter it or think it.
I'stutteringn is just the name you want.
Having labeled the speech interruptions It s tutterlng,"
you will react to them as if they were all that. the label
impiies. This will not be di~ficult. In fact, you will do
it quite naturallY6 without realizing that you are doing it at
all. By your very facial expression and your tone oX voice,
as well as by what you tell the child 6 you will eaSily convince
him that he is not able to speak normally, or at least that he
does not know how ~o do so. In your zeal to control what you
now call his tlstuttering" you might even convince the child that
you no longer~love him, or at least that you are disappointed
in him as a person.
For the label "stutteringU implies that your child needs
help and you, of course, will respond eagerly to the task of
helping him. If you are like most other parents, you will
conscientiously show the child how to inhale and how to exhale,
how fast or how slow to speak, how to breathe "with the abdomen"
or tfwith the chest," hoW' to place the tongue for certain sounds.
You_will urge him--perhaps with considerable gusto--to stop
and start over, or to "think out" what he intends to say before
he tries to say it. You wouldn't, of course, but S01116 parents
might, shall we say, scold him if he does not speak smoothly
after all these "helpful u instructions. By such means you
would succeed readily in_setting up in the child your own
attitude of anxiety and disapproval whenever his speech did not
proceed smoothly.

As soon as he has acquired this attitude from you he
will promptly supplement your efforts to help him with his own
ingenious attempts to speak according to the standard of fluency
which you appear to demand. He will try hara. He will so want
to do the thing properly--so that you will smile aga~n, and tall
him he is a fine boy. Naturally, he will strain. Of course,
he cannot strain without holding his lips together tightly or
holding the tongue against the roof of the mouth, or cons·tricting
the muscles of his throat. He cannot strain in certain ways
without holding his breath.
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s~ill

more seriously

wi th his speech and make him appear to be ft stuttering" much
worse--tbis fact will only spur him on to greater effort and

encourage you to be even more generous with your suggestions.
You will tell your friends about it and they will also try to
help.
In some cases the child finally reaches the point where
he is straining practically all the ti.me and so becomes qui te
speechless. In other cases, however, in spite of all that is
done, the child still speaks fluently part of the time.
In saying all this, I have not meant to be at all facetious.
On the contrary, I am most serious. I have simply outlined for .
you what may be regarded as the usual story of how "stuttering"
begins, and developes into a serious condition. I believe this
information might help you to understand better the problem
which you face with Fred. other factors may be operating in
Fred's situation and" if so, the problem will be different
accordingly.
If I have outlined then, in the main essentials at least"
the problem with which you have to deal, I believe the following
suggestions will prove helpful:
1. It is not likely" according to your own statements,
that the speech difficulty is due to any physical abnormality,
but as a matter of good general policy, you should take Fred to
a physician. If there is something physically at fault, whether
it has anything to do with his speech or not, it should be given
the proper attention.
2. Do absolutely nothing at any time by word or deed or
facial expression or posture, that would serve to call Fred's
attention to the interruptions in his speech. Above all, do
nothing that would make him regard them as abnormal or disgraceful. If he has begun to notice his own interruptions do all
you can to convince him they are normal and perfectly acceptable. In this, however, do not make Lady Macbeth's mistake of
protesting too much. You can make him selfconscious about his
speech even by praising his speech--if you praise it to excess.
Try.simply not to evaluate his speech at all, and err, if you
must, on the side of approving it abit more than is justified.
3. In order that you may develop for yourself the necessary inSight and a proper sense of proportion about Fred's
. speech interruptions, you should observe carefully (a) the
conditions under which they occur; (b) the fact that most of his
speech is fluent and always has been so; (c) the fact that he is,
generally speaking, a comparatively normal child; (d) the fact
that other youngsters of his age are, on the Whole, just about
as hesitant and repetitious in speaking as he is especially
under certain conditions; and (e) the fact that even when he
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does not speak altogether 'fluently he does not as a rule ~ail
utterly or flgo all to pieceslf--even his repetitions and "uh-uhuh'sn are spoken more or less smoothly (or were before and at
the time that he was ~irst regarded as a stutterer).
4. Do not la.bel Fred a "stutterer,ff or a "-speech de~ective.n
If you do, you will have an almost irresistible tendency to
treat him as if he were as defective and unfortunate as the label
implies. It is foolish to risk the probable consequences of
this. Instead of saying that he tlstutterslf say exactly what you
mean, that under certain conditions (and describe those specific
condi tions) he repeats sounds, or Vlords, says fluh-uh-uhlf--or
whatever it is he does. This is a matter of such profoundly
fundamental importance that I cannot possibly emphasize it too
much. The way you classify Fred will deternune very largely
the way you react to him.
5. There are certain conditions under which practically
any child tends to speak hesitantly. You will find it vdse,
therefore, to observe the following simple rules:
Give Fred a chance to speak without interruption--let him
talk when he wants to. Listen to him as attentively as you
would to a respected adult.
Read to him whenever you can. In reading or speaking to
Fred, be calm and unhurried, enunciate clearly and avoid a
high, tense voice.
Avoid asking Fred to tfspeak pieces rr for company or to
ffshow aff n in other ways.
Don't say, UNo, you can't" or If Don't do that" when it
really wouldn't matter if he did._go ahead and do what he wanted
to.
Don't keep him in a state of excitement by too much
teasing, nagging, bullying, or too much running and jumping.
When you take him to strange places or ask him to do
something that is new for him, prepare him for it by explaining ahead of time.

See that his brothers or sisters are not always "bossingtl
him, or not always talking when he wants to talk.
In general, try to avoid situations that are unduly frustrating, exciting, bewildering, tiring, humiliating, or frighteningto the child.

My last suggestion may sound quite drastic, but I believe
or reason: Be as friendly and considerate toward your ovvn child as you would be toward a house guest,
chiefly in order that he, by following your example, will learn

it is within the bounds
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how to develop good relations with other persons. Remember, Fred
is a human being, needing your love and protection.
Unless Fred's speech di·.fficulty is in some way exceptional, or has developed into a truly serious condition, the
suggestions I have outlined should prove genuinely helpful. Do
not expect a miracle to happen overnight--remember that Fred
is human. He.--and you, or I, or anyone else,--will never be
as .fluent as a faucet. Even the most silver tongued ora~or
makes an occasional bobble. But if within six months you feel,
for any reason, that Fred is not showing as much improvement
as he should, or if you desire further information and suggestions
with regard to Fred's particula.r problem, I suggest that you
get in touch with one of the many college and university speech
clinics, and child guidance clinics, to which ona can go nowadays
for advice and help. The president of your state university,
or of any other university in your vicinity, should be able to
put you in touch with a reputable speech correctionist near
your home. And if I can be of any further help to you, I hope
you ,nIl write me again.

With best wishes to you and to Fred.
Yours very sincerely,

Viandell Johnson
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